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How far back do you go when researching a company?
In the case of Costco, it's quite impossible to study the
business without understanding Jim Sinegal's career.
And it is quite impossible to understand Jim Sinegal's career
without reading about Sol Price.
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Sol Price founded FedMart in 1954 in San Diego and pioneered the membership based
warehouse business model.
He did not have a master plan.
After failing to rent a warehouse he managed for his mother-in-law to a retailer, he was
inspired to go into retailing himself.
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Jim Sinegal was at FedMart from the very beginning -- starting as an entry level worker at
the age of 18 and rising to VP of merchandising and operations by the 1970s.
Jim Sinegal *idolized* Sol Price.
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In the early 1950s, most retailing was located in central business districts for limited hours
with a high degree of personal service and prices that were often governed by "Fair Trade"
laws where manufacturers imposed minimum pricing.
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FedMart was located in an industrial area and initially restricted to employees of the Federal
Government who paid a $2 membership fee to shop at the store. In return for shopping in a
self-service location with limited amenities, they got low prices.
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Sol Price was fanatical in terms of lowering prices as much as possible.
He set gross margins to cover costs and make a small profits.
This created massive loyalty.
He only spent $50K to start the first store and it generated $3 million of sales in its first year.
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Product assortment was limited and displayed on improvised fixtures or pallets, but prices
were very, very low.
Incumbent retailers were very upset and attacked FedMart.
Sol Price adopted an approach of extreme honesty and integrity to make the business beyond
reproach.
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If all of this sounds familiar, that's because it is.
Costco operates using many of the principles Sol Price pioneered seven decades ago.
By the time the company was sold to German retailers in the mid '70s, there were 45
locations in four states.
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Sol Price was fired from FedMart in 1975 and opened the first Price Club in 1976.
Price Club was later acquired by ... Costco.
In many ways, the genesis of Costco goes all the way back to the first FedMart location and
Sol Price's vision and business philosophy.
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I wrote an article that goes into Sol Price in more detail and you can read it at the link below
(no paywall).
Thanks for reading this thread.

The Story of FedMart
How Sol Price created the membership warehouse club industry
https://rationalreflections.substack.com/p/the-story-of-fedmart
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